
 

Considering some new equipment to get pizza takeaway or delivery

off the ground? Pizza ovens offer consistent cooking for large

quantities of products and are quick to set up and simple to use. Pizza

ovens can range in price depending on the size, spec and power

required but are a worthwhile investment. 
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CUPPONE IS A HIGH QUALITY BRAND THAT ARE DESIGNED

AND BUILT TO LAST. AS WELL AS BEEN FUNCTIONAL, THEIR

PRODUCTS LOOK GREAT TOO!

LOCATION OF THE
PIZZA OVEN

Pizza ovens can be deceptively large so checking

dimensions (including the height) is essential to ensure

the pizza oven fits in the kitchen and can be reached by

team members (especially if it’s a stacked unit, it’s

possible to stack up to 3 decks) placing under an

existing extraction can save on ventilation costs.

HOW IT WILL BE
POWERED

Choosing the right pizza oven will depend on output and

capacity, so estimate how many pizzas could be sold in an

hour on a busy weekend and the type of power and space

inside the oven needed. Higher power units will cook pizzas

faster and will cost more to run, but are the best option for

busier restaurants. For establishments with low skilled staff,

a rotating deck pizza oven takes the skill out of fully loading

and unloading an oven. A pizza press can produce up to 400

perfectly uniformed pizza bases in one hour, with no skill and

perfect results every time.

 

DEMAND & OUTPUT

 

Pizza ovens are designed for gas or electric power so can be

selected to match your kitchen set up and the power

available.  It may be that the oven could be moved over time

(for an outdoor event for example) so the weight information

should also be a consideration

 

 

 Existing fridge space can be adapted easily to

accommodate a pizza operation. For example dough

trays can be stacked and place into any fridge. A small

plug in, refrigerated gastronorm holder can be

purchased and placed on the surface you intend to

prep the pizzas at, this will be used to hold toppings

and allows easy access when loading a pizza.

 

REFRIGERATION REQUIREMENTS
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THE TIZIANO OVEN LLKTZ4201 (1 X 12 INCH PIZZA) & LLKTZ6201S (2 X

12” PIZZAS) ARE PLUG AND PLAY 13AMP PIZZA OVENS THAT CAN BE

PLACED ON A COUNTER TOP UNDER EXISTING VENTILATION. THEY CAN

ALSO BE STACKED THREE HIGH FOR A HIGHER OUTPUT OPERATION. 

WHAT OTHER
FEATURES ARE

NEEDED?

 Certain ovens can be programmable. Meaning once

you have found the settings that bake your bread or

cook your pizzas to perfection, these can be stored into

programmes. Taking staff change over challenges away

as every member of the team can simply select the

correct programme for what they are cooking.

 

Skill should always be at the forefront of any decision

when selecting a pizza oven. Not everyone is a natural

pizzaiolo, cooking on a traditional gas oven for example

requires a lot more attention and skill than cooking on

an electric deck oven. Combining time and skill saving

equipment such as a pizza press and a programable

pizza oven can reduce the skill required to produce a

delicious, traditional Italian inspired pizza.

OTHER EQUIPMENT TO
SPEED PREPARATION

AND PRODUCTION

Essential accessories to consider to run a successful

pizza operation include a pizza peel (for loading the

pizzas), a spinner (more moving and unloading the

pizzas), a cutter (for slicing up) and a brush (for

keeping your oven in tip top condition). Consider a

perforated peel, which stop excess flour being

loaded into the oven which can cause smoke and a

build up on the stone, potentially causing black

bottoms!
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